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K. Kulacsy, B. Lukacs and A. Racz: Concise four-vector scheme for neutron transport calculations

ABSTRACT

In this paper we give the explicit Riemannian geometrical form of the so-called vectorial form of the
Neutron Streaming Term of Way and Way. The method is straightforward and applies the full Riemannian
technique of general covariance. It turns out that there are cases when the symmetry of the neutron flux
must be smaller than that of the arrangement. However in coordinate space there are always solutions of the
Neutron Transport Equation as symmetric as the arrangement, if the latter's symmetry is at least an affine
collineation of the Euclidean 3-space.
Keywords: transport equation, adapted coordinate system, affine collineation

Kulacsy K., Lukacs B. 6s Racz A.: A neutron transzport szamftasok tomor, ne"gyesvektoros meg-
fogalmazasa

KIVONAT

A cikkben megadjuk a Way 6B Way altal kidolgozott tin. vektoros neutron kifolyasi tag explicit Itiemann-
geometriai alakjat. A modszer magalol €rtet6'd6' e"s a Itiemann-fele altalanos kovariancia teljes kelle"ktarat
felhasznalja. Kidertil, hogy bizonyos esetekben a neutron fluxus szimmetriaja alacsonyabb rend if, mint az
elrendeze'se'. A koordinata-le'rben azonban mindig van a neutron transzportegyenletnek olyan megoldasa,
amely annyira szimmetrikus, amennyire az elrendez^s, felt^ve, hogy az ut6bbi szimmetriaja a 3 dimenzios
euklideszi tcrnck lcgalabb egy afRu kollineaciqja.
Kulcsszavak: transzportcgyenlet, adaptalt koordinatarendszer, affin kollincacio



1. Introduction

Number of theoretical and technical papers [1,2,3 and references therein] have investigated the neutron
transport equation in different coordinate systems. The latest article written by Y.S Way and Y.M. Way (see
Ref. 1) stated that the authors had found a convenient vectorial form to treat the problem of calculating the
streaming term in curvilinear coordinates. This is obviously a serious progress and we have no doubt that
the method yields the correct results. Their formalism is however can be made more explicit. This will be
realized in the following.

In their paper Way and Way utilized covariant and contravariant basic vectors. Now, Riemannian
geometry contains the full and explicit formalism to handle co- and contravariant vectors, tensors etc. in
arbitrary coordinates. Since Einstein and his General Theory of Relativity (GTR) it is known that valid
physical laws must be expressed in a covariant form, which fact, apart from any other consequences, allows
us to perform any coordinate transformation in a straightforward way [4].

In our paper we present a concise formalism for non-relativistic neutron transport calculations. Although
the applied mathematics is known we provide a tutorial overview since the tensor calculus is mainly used by
scientists working on theoretical physics (especially on General Relativity) and not on practical applications
of atomic and nuclear energy. This presentation, in some sense, is therefore just a mathematical toolkit
for transport calculations. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of education, it is important to become
familiar with the covariant forms of physical laws. In fact, the form of any natural law in a curvilinear
coordinate system is sometimes discouraging, the transformation does hide (or obscure) the real phenomena
behind the equations.

Having practiced well enough in tensor calculus and got the feeling of the convenience, logic and grace of
the covariant forms, the Christoffel symbols and the sub- and superscripts provide a straightforward method.
In addition, the covariant forms are more than a simple technique for transforming coordinate systems. The
coordinate system independent frame easily reveals contradictions and the appearance of any physically
meaningless quantity.

2. The Neutron Transport Equation

The familiar neutron transport equation is the following [3]:

- ^ - + n-V$ + <r$= hr'f&dil'dE' + Q
v at JJ

* = 4(r ,n,£?,0, (2-1)

where r denotes the space-coordinates and v is the absolute value of the velocity. Note that v and E are
related. By definition

v =f vfl (2.2)

i.e. SI is a unit vector pointing into the direction of the motion. The scalar quantity $ = $(r, ft, E, t) is the
so-called neutron angular flux (to compare different symbols used in the literature see page 6 in Ref. 3). By
definition

* = *{r,ll,Elt)1g vN{r,n,E,t) (2.3)

where N(r, (l,E,t) is the so-called neutron angular density. Thus

dN = N{r,il, E, t)dVdildE (2.-1)
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gives the expected number of neutrons in the volume element dV at position r having directions within dfl
about 11 and energies dE about E at time t.

The total (collision) cross-section is denoted by <r = <r(r, E), while E is the neutron energy. The term

af = a{T,E')f{T;U'E'-^U,E) (2.5)

is the probability of neutron transfer from point [il',E') in the phase space to point (fl,E). The source
term is denoted by Q = Q(r, fi, E,t). For more details about the terms as well as the interface and boundary
conditions see Ref. 3.

In the following we investigate the solution of the transport equation in arbitrary coordinate systems.

3. Tutorial on Rclativistic Kinematics

In the usual problems of neutron transport calculations in nuclear energy, gravitation has no importance.
It is therefore always possible to choose coordinates corresponding to the Minkowskian metric. However, this
selection could be inconvenient if the symmetries of the problem suggest different coordinate systems (e.g.
spherical, toroidal, etc.). In order to preserve the possibility of applying arbitrary coordinate transformations,
the general relativistic formalism will be adopted. Certainly, because of the lack of gravitation the metric
tensor is a known function of the coordinates. In this section we give a brief summary about the mathematical
tools used in the following [4]. Let us consider an n-dimensional Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) space
with the coordinate system {i1}. When changing this coordinate system into another one {x"}, the coordinate
differentials transform as

(There is automatic summation for indices occuring twice, above and below; this is the so-called Einstein
convention.) By definition, everything in the space that, under a transformation of coordinates, transforms
like the coordinate differentials is called a contravariant vector and is denoted by a superscript. Namely, if

A< = g ^ A * . (3.2)

then A' is a contravariant vector.
On the other hand, the vector Ai is called a covariani vector and is denoted by a subscript if under a

coordinate transformation, it transforms like

Ai = *£.A't. (3.3)

Tensors transform as the diadic product of vectors.
The square of the line element ds2 is an invariant quadratic form of the coordinate differentials dx*,

namely
ds2 = gikdxidxk, (3.4)

where the Einstein convention was used for the summation, gik is the (covariant) metric tensor. The con-
travariant metric tensor g'k can be obtained as

9ik9k' = 6'it (3.5)

where 6k is the Kronecker symbol. So g'k is the inverse of ga-



Using the metric tensor, the formulae for transforming covariant vectors Ai into contravariant ones A(

and vice versa are the following:

A* = gikAk

Ai=gikA
k. (3.6)

It is easy to verify that the differentials dA{ of a vector Ai do not transform like tensors. In fact,

dM _ dx' dx'' dA'r flV'
k d* d * d " + d ' d * r" ( 'r"

which generally does not transform like a vector unless the second term vanishes. Thus the partial deriva-
tion is not a covariant mathematical operation. In order to get covariant formulae, the so-called covariant
differentiation must be used. By definition, the covariant derivative is represented by a semicolon (;), i.e. A1.,
or Aij. It can be proven that

DA-
Ai-'=J7-T«Ak ( 3 8 )

4=^+rii^ (3-9)

where T\t is the Christoffel symbol. For brevity, denoting the partial derivatives by a comma (,) Eqs.(3.8)
and (3.9) read as

Ai-, =Aitl - rk,Ak (3.10)

4=4 + IVl*. (3.11)

Here the Christoffel symbol Tkl is defined as

i l(d9ik dgu dgkl,
-d*)- ( 3 1 2 )

Non-covariant formulae give physically different results in different coordinate systems, so they cannot
express objective facts. Thus, e.g.., the appearance of covariant derivatives is obligatory.

Let us now consider the problem of a non-Cartesian coordinate system. The new coordinate system is
determined by the coordinates Xk\ if it explicitly reflects some symmetries of the system then it is called
an adapted system. Let us first calculate the metric tensor gik in 3 dimensions. We start from the Cartesian
form denoted by the set xk = (x, y, z):

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2. (3.13)

If the form
Xi = X\xk) (3.14)

is given, one gets {ds2 being the invariant distance)

ds2 = gikdx'dx*1 = g'r,dXrdX'. (3.15)

and then the new metric tensor in the proper coordinates fulfills the equation

k ^ ^ L x i d X
k . (3.16)



Hence
, dXr dX'

«k = ' ( 3 1 7 )

Since gik and X*(xk) are given, Eq.(3.17) is a set of algebraic equations for the new metric tensor, which can
be solved when the inverse form

x' = z'"(X*) (3.18)

exists. One then simply gets

&& ( 3 I 9 )

Once the metric tensor in the new coordinates is given, scalar products can be written as

(uv)d= urv
r =gr,u

Tv'. (3.20)

The divergences are calculated as
Vv = v\r (3.21)

and all partial derivatives are to be substituted by covariant ones. For the covariant derivatives the Christoffel
symbols F ' t are needed. They can be calculated from the metric using Eq.(3.12).

Then the covariant form of the evolution equation remains valid in any coordinate system.

This Section is closed with the principles of continuous symmetries. Let us consider an infinitesimal
triangle around x' and a vector field Kl(x). Shift all the points of the triangle along this vector field as

x* = x* + cK'(x). (3.22)

The shifted triangle can be

a) geometrically identical
/?) geometrically similar

to the old one or neither a) nor ft) is true. In case a) the transformation is a Killing symmetry while in case
ff) the transformation is a conjormal Killing symmetry [4, 5]. If neither a) nor /?) is true then the shift is not
a Killing symmetry of any type. The above conditions can be expressed as

ds'2 = 9<t(c')dx''dx' t = e'eds2 (3.23)

where
e _ f 0, in case of a);

\ ^ 0, in case of /?);

From Eq.(3.22) one can get
dxH = dx{ + cK\r dxr. (3.24)

Substituting Eq.(3.24) into Eq.(3.23) and using the covariant derivatives given by Eqs.(3.10-ll) yields the
Killing equation

Ki-j + Kj-i = egij; gr, = 6T. • (3.25)

This equation can be written in a more concise and elegant form using the Lie-derivative of the metric
tensor. The Lie-derivative of a physical quantity is the covariant form of the differentiation along a vector,
and for a covariant tensor At.. n it is defined as [4]

CAkn
 d= KrAk...n.ir + Ar,nK

r
k + ... + Ak.rK

r
n (3.26)



For all other quantity the formulae can be derived here. For a scalar only the first term survives, so the
Lie-derivative is a kind of directional derivative giving the change of the quantity along K.

Applying the above definition on the metric tensor gives

C gik = 9ik,rKr + gir A'.rt + g^K^. (3.27)
KK

This is equivalent to the left hand side of Eq.(3.25), since gitj = 0. We can therefore write

Cgik=®9ik- (3.28)
K

This is the mathematical formulation of the condition that during the shift a geometrical object remain
similar to or identical with itself. The detailed treatment of symmetries related to the problem of NTE can
be found in Ref. 5.

4. On the Covariant Transport Equation

In this section we are going to show that Eq.(2.1) has a hidden covariant structure against arbitrary
coordinate transformations. First, let us verify that Eq.(2.1) is a generalized Boltzmann equation. For this
we introduce the momentum p as a new variable:

p= f mvfl (4.1)

where m is the mass of the neutron. The momentum is obviously also related to the energy E. Then the
equation gets the form

Z( [ [ f ) (4.2)

The left hand side is the Liouville operator acting on $; on the right hand side the first two terms form
the usual collision integral, while the last term violates the particle conservation, just as it is proper to a
non-conservative particle.

Relativity theory states that there is no absolute space, only space-time is objective reality. Therefore
even in non-relativistic problems one first has to formulate the covariance in space-time, and then to perform
the non-relativistic limit. The relativistic stage of the calculation is then handled by the formalism of General
Relativity.

The Boltzmann equation has a covariant form in general relativity, valid in any coordinate system. That
equation works in the 8 dimensional relativistic state space {xa ,p^}, reducing to 7 dimensions if the particles
are on mass shell. The equation reads as [6]

Here the tilded quantities are of 4-dimensions, namely

x° = {ct,x}, (4.4)

Va-iy-^)~X'\rnc,V}. (4.5)



The covariance is guaranteed by the metric tensor gpa(x
k):

gpa{xk)dxpdxo = ds2 = c2dr2, (4.6)

* = mV. (4.7)

Here ds is the 4-separation, and dr is the proper time difference measured by the clock of the traveller
between x" and xa + dxa if such a travel is possible. Observe that gap never depends on p7 .

The E term contains no derivatives with respect to xa or fP, and it is generally local, i.e. it contains no
spatial integral. However, it may contain momentum integrals. The 4-dimensional invariant volume element
is

dP = s/ijd?dpld?dp3 (4.8)

where g is the determinant of gap. On mass shell this reduces to

dP = y/ldpUfdf/f. (4.9)

The space-time under investigation is Minkowskian with 10 symmetries or Killing motions A'^, for which

KAa-j> + KApia=0, (4.10)

according to Eq.(3.25). Then there exist coordinate systems in which

This form is preserved by pure spatial coordinate transformations:

«' — f (**) (4.12)

and we restrict ourselves to such coordinate systems. (In fact, the class of permitted transformations is
slightly wider, but (4.12) is now sufficient.) Eq.(4.12) means completely general coordinate transformations
in 3-space.

In a coordinate system given by Eqs.(4.11-12) the transport equation (4.3) gets the form

£ + i(Pv)*- ir;,pV(|i-
at m m ' dp'

(P) ; , p V ( | V l r )
m m ' dp' c1 dp' m

where, as henceforth in this paper, the 3-covariant forms are as shown in Section 3.

In order to establish the connection with Eq.(4.2),

(4.14)

must hold. If we restrict ourselves to the nonrelativistic limit

^ ^ 0 (4.15)

quite satisfactory for neutron physics then



The invariant volume element in the integrals of £ is

dP = Jgdp'dpidp3 = Vffd3I>. (4.17)

Accordig to Eq.(4.2), the covariant form of the neutron transport equation reads as

«* + I(pV)# _ i l > v | r = C(») + Q(x, p) (4.18)

where C($) is the collision integral. From Eq.(4.2) we can identify

p) (4.19)

where 0-*(x;p,p') is some differential cross section times velocity. This equation is fully covariant under
arbitrary coordinate transformations

x — x ' ( x ) . (4.20)

If Q(x,p) = 0 and a* does not contain absorption, then we are back at the Boltzmann equation,
and then one expects $ to relax towards the equilibrium Fermi distribution. However, this special case is
irrelevant for reactor physics. For further argumentation we explicitly take out the pure absorption from <r*,
and write

Q-(x.p) —• Q'(x,p) - <xa(x,p)*(x,p). (4.21)

Then <7*(x;p,p') depends on x through such fields as e.g. the local temperature T(x). The cross section
<r*(x,p) is an integral of the 3-variable a*, but Q(x,p) and ora(x,p) depend explicitly on x.

The optimum coordinate system would be adapted to the symmetries of both the space and the geometry
of the arrangement. However, this is generally impossible. The Euclidean space has 6 Killing symmetries (3
rigid shifts and 3 rigid rotations), but the arrangement cannot have all these 6 symmetries; on the other
hand the symmetries of Q(x) and B(x) are sometimes not symmetries of the space. In the next Section we
show three special cases, which demonstrate the versatility of the Riemannian approach.

5. Examples

Here we are going to consider three special cases: the spherical, toroidal and helical symmetries of the
arrangement.

Spherical case First consider a spherical arrangement, (in which cooling liquid flows are impossibel).
Then

Q = Q(r,p)\ <ra-ffa(r,p); a = o"(r, p,p'); (5.1)

x-—(r,d,4). (5.2)

As for momentum dependence, the coefficients are invariant scalars, so they must depend on scalar combi-
nations of p ,p ' and x, reflecting again the symmetry. The metric tensor takes the form

9ik =

1 0 0
O r 2 0
0 0 r2sin2tf

7
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therefore in this coordinate system Eq.(4.16) reads as

p p V ) | l + 2r2sin2t?(V + ctg tfp")p*|l| = (5.4)

a{r, p, p')$(x, p > 2 sin Mprdp*dp* - <r(r,p)$(x, p) + Q(r, p) - <ra{r, p)$(x, p).

The arrangement is spherically symmetrical and the space shares this symmetry. Therefore the only preferred
direction is the radial one, so the momentum dependence on the right hand side must be restricted to

Now let us look for spherically symmetrical solutions. The most general spherical solution is

«* = <*(y» = r, y2 ~ pr, y3 = p2 = p r 2 + r V 2 + r2sin2 0p+2;t). (5-5)

Then Eq.(5.4) reduces to

^ + ^{y 2 *. i + ^ V ~ VV)*,2} = C($) + Q(y{) - ff.(»*)«(yl,»a). (5.6)

This equation does obviously possess solutions of form (5.5). Still the integral in C($) needs some discussion.
After integrating on p' , there remains a structure

(5.7)

Now introduce 3 new momentum variables as

1 d e f 2z1 - y\

*2=V, (5.8)
2

3 <WrP*.

Then the integral (5.7) transforms as

/ U{yl, y2, y > 2 sin ddprdp*dp+ =

— / U(y: ,y' , y3) x I / — — \dz dz2 = (5-9)
2 J \ J x/y3 — (j/2)2 ~ z3 sin i?«fz3 /

2^7

and then we are ready. In fact, the assumed structure, i.e. dependence only on yl ,y2 and y3 (and of course
out) has been self-consistenf.

Of course, transient solutions depending on all the 6 variables of the state space exist, too. However
the asymmetries will relax away. In the spherical case all the symmetries of the arrangement are symmetries
of the space too, and this is the reason to get spherical solutions. Observe that the method given in Ref.
1. is seemingly more general than ours, since Way and Way permits arbitrary coordinates independently
in the coordinate and momentum spaces. Our formalism follows the principles of covariance and p1 is a

8



vector. Therefore if we select spherical coordinates where ds2 = dr2 + r2dd7 + r2sin2 i9d$2, then p2 must be
(pr)2 + r2(ptf)2 + r2 sin2 i?(p*)2. There is a unique metric gik, common in coordinate and momentum space.

However, having obtained the covariant equation (5.4), afterwards one can introduce any combinations
of p and x instead of p'. This has been done in Eq.(5.5). This step corresponds to the W(q,p) functions of
Way and Way.

Toroidal case Our second case is the toroidal arrangement. The toroidal coordinates are obtained as
follows. Consider the center ring of the torus, of radius a. Then one coordinate is the distance from the ring
(/>), another is the angular position on a circle orthogonal to the ring (i?), and the third is the azimuthal
angle along the ring (<̂ ). Then the metric tensor takes the form

9ik =

1
0
0

0
P2

0 (o

0
0 (5.10)

and the boundary is at p — R. This metric reduces to the previous, spherical one, if a = 0. A toroidal
arrangement means that the physical fields, e.g. T, and the source terms Q and B are independent of d and
<j>. Now the transport equation reads as

^ + - ( p > * , , + prf<J>, „ +
at m \dt

= C(*)+0(x,p), (5.11)

where C($) + <2(x,p) is a symbolic shorthand notation for

C(*) = J *(p, 0, p, p')*(x, p 'Ma + ^sin tf) dp" dp" dp* - *(p, p)*(x> p) (5.12)

and

Q(x, P ) = Q(j>, p) - <ra(p, p)*(x, p). (5.13)

Here we have explicitly assumed toroidal arrangement. Again, the arrangement shows symmetry in the
coordinates tf, <j>, as for the spherical case. So let us try again with the form (5.5) for <$. Then one gets

m $ + yi$1 + L{y* _ y22 _ 2ayi s i n i ? _ fl
2}$2 = C + Q (5.14)

if

where C and Q have been defined above.
Now one sees the explicit i? dependence on the left hand side. So the Ansatz (5.5) cannot be true for $;

$ must depend on t?. In addition, the t? dependence of $ brings an explicit ptf dependence into the NTE,
since via the pV term, pd explicitly appears in the equation.

So even with the toroidal symmetry of the arrangement, the maximal symmetry is the rotation around
the vertical axis. This is so, because the toroidal symmetry is not a Killing symmetry of the Euclidean space.
Even then the toroidal coordinates are the optimum ones, since at least the coefficients in the NTE remain
indenpendent of i?.



It is easy to see that in the limit a —* 0 the spherical case is restored, with two more possible symmetries
in $. This suggests that for a <C R the ti,p* symmetries would approximately hold. However, such body is
hardly a torus.

In the opposite limit a ^> R one approaches a cylindrical symmetry. Namely let us re-coordinate the space
as

a<j>-+z (5.15)

Then
d s 2 = dp2 + p2 d t 2 + ( 1 + ? - s i n <t>)2dz2, p < R (5.16)

Therefore in the limit -jj —+ oo, one gets

ds2 = dp2 + p2d<t>2 + dz2 (5.17)

which is the Euclidean space in cylindrical coordinates. Let us postpone the discussion of the NTE in this
limit to the end of the next examples.

Helical case Our third example is the helical arrangement. Then, first introduce cylindrical coordinates
p , <f> and z as

ds2 = dp2 + p2d<l>2 + dz2 (5.18)

Then , nei ther <j> nor z is symmetry of the arrangement , bu t in the new coordinates

r = p

i> = ct> (5.19)

i = z - aR<t>

where a is a constant and R is a cylindrical radius, ij> may be such. In these coordinates

ds2 = dp2 + r2dijj2 + (d? + aRdxjj)2 (5.20)

i.e. the metric is not diagonal. Then the NTE reads as

This equation obviously has solutions independent of %l> if Q(x, p) and the coefficients in C are independent,
too (i.e. if the arrangement is helical). With a = 0 we get the a —* oo asymptotics of the toroidal case. One
can try solutions depending on y1 = p, y2 = p^.y3 = p2; however, it turns out that the coefficients of <J>t3

will contain p' explicitly. Therefore the most symmetrical solution will depend on p,pfi,p* and p2.

6. Symmetries

Let us speak briefly about the possible symmetries of the solution $(x, p) of the NTE. $ is a function
of 6 coordinates in the phase-space, plus it may be time-dependent. For a stationary arrangement time
dependence of $ dies out with the transients. Very little could be told about the stationary solutions, since

10



almost arbitrary functions may appear on the right hand side of the evolution equation. Because of these
source terms the solution is generally not the ..equilibrium" solution of the Boltzmann equation.

As for the phase space dependence, <$ must depend on all coordinates and moments appearing in the
coefficients of the right hand side of the NTE. Obviously, the symmetry of the solution can be smaller than
that of the right hand side; an example for this is the solution with 0 right hand side (that of the Liouville
equation). Then the right hand side does not depend on any coordinate or moments, while $ depends on
some. However, we ask here, what is the condition for the existence of solutions with the symmetries of the
arrangement (i.e. the right hand side). We give sufficient conditions.

Consider a symmetry motion given by Eq.(3.22)

x^x' + cK'tf) (6.1)

in space. Then by appropriate coordinate transformation one can reach a coordinate system [4] where

A"' = S\ (6.2)

This is an adapted coordinate system, i.e. adapted to the symmetry. It is not unique, transformations in two
dimensions (x2,x3) are still possible, this however does not influence the final result.

Assume now that Kl(x) is a symmetry of the arrangement. Then the solution $ has the same spatial
symmetry if <btl = 0. Then, write again the NTE as

* + pr4,r - r:vp"p"0 = C(4) + Q(x,p) (6.3)

The coefficients on the right hand side are independent of i1 . Assume that $ has the same symmetry; then
by differentation with respect to x1 one gets

0 ° <6-4>
In the generic case this leads to (FuV),i = 0. Observe that the Christoffel symbols Tc

ab are not tensorial
quantities, therefore do not transform according to the analogy of Eq.(3.3). They must be directly evaluated
in the adapted coordinates.

Eq.(6.4) does not indicate Killing symmetry. However, if K'(x) is a Killing symmetry of the 3-space,
then Eq.(6.4) automatically holds and then there are solutions with the symmetry of the arrangement, at
least in the coordinates xl. The Euclidean 3-space has 6 independent Killing symmetires, 3 rigid shifts and
3 rigid rotations. Any combination of these with constant coefficients are Killing symmetries, too, and there
are no more.

However, the Killing symmetry is not necessary. The Killing symmetry is a symmetry for the metric
tensor g^

(6.5)

(6.6)

K

where £ is the Lie-derivative. A weaker symmetry is the Affine Collineaiion [7]
K

which results in symmetries of geodetic (shortest) lines starting from different stages from a shift along K'.
Every Killing symmetry is an affine collineation, but there are Proper Affine Collineations which are not

Killing symmetries [7].
If the symmetry of the arrangement K'(x) is an affine collineation, then the NTE does have solutions

with the same symmetry in the 3-space x*.

11



Conclusions

In the present paper we have presented a straightforward mathematical method to calculate the neutron
transport equation in any geometry. We utilized the well-established tools of General Relativity. Having
determined the covariant form of the transport equation any coordinate transformation can be performed
easily. In order to show how the procedure works the transport equation has been written in 3 special cases
(spherical, toroidal and helical). Comparing our procedure to the older one suggested in the literature, it
can be seen that our scheme requires no sophisticated consideration but the straightforward application of
the tensor calculus widely used in theoretical physics. In addition, the framework of covariant formalism
provides a deeper insight into the general behaviour of the transport equation and gives a hint about the
geometric properties of the existing solutions of a particular problem. In fact, the possible symmetries in the
3 dimensional Euclidean space are determined (there are 6 of them). If the symmetry of the arrangement
is such or at least it is an affine collineation, then the NTE has solutions with at least the same symmetry
in the coordinate space. However, there are arrangements where the solution cannot have the symmetries of
the arrangements. Even then, our method works directly.
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